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The Twilght Saga: New Moon New Moon promotional poster Directed by Chris Weitz Produced by Mark Morgan Wyck Godfrey Written by Melissa Rosenberg (screenplay) Stephenie Meyer ( novel ) Starring Kristen Stewart Robert Pattinson Taylor Lautner Ashley Greene Music by Alexandre Desplat Cinematography Javier
Aguirresarobe Editing by Peter Lambert Release date(s) November 20, 2009 Running time 130 min. Country United States Language English Budget $50 million Gross revenue $709,827,462 Preceded by Twilight Followed by Eclipse Official website IMDb profile as of 2010, the film has a total gross of $339,835,198 [1] and a

total gross of $388,281,756 in 70 markets. [134] [135] [136] total gross geo gross north american gross international gross
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as the players of ordinal scale are transported to aincrad, kirito and his companions are captured by the white moon's faction and brought to their headquarters, the "ruby palace" in the game. in the palace, the players are interrogated about the augma before being forced to fight for the ownership of the augma. asuna and
her friends, lisbeth, silica and sinon, also enter the palace. the battle between the white moon's and blue moon's factions is won by a member of the blue moon, and the white moon's faction is driven away. the blue moon's faction leader, an ex-magus named agil, explains that he is not after the augma, but rather the

"fulldive" (or "fulldive") power that lies within it. the blue moon's faction leader tells kirito that the fulldive power is "the most powerful thing in the world," and that the battle between the blue moon and the white moon is just a way to obtain this power. a battle with the blue moon's faction begins. as kirito and his
companions fight, an unexpected monster appears in the form of a lemur-like humanoid, the gleam eyes. kirito defeats the gleam eyes but is impaled with a glaive. as kirito lays dying, a vision of yuuna appears and tells him that she is dying of the same disease. in the visions, yuuna explains that she had been made the
owner of the augma so she could create the "ruby system." the system is a method to create a powerful fulldive power by replacing the brain of a dying female player with that of a male player. she also tells kirito that she is dying because of him. she reveals that the augma is actually a nervegear and that it can only be

used by a female player. 5ec8ef588b
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